Virtual Research Expo FAQ

• **Who can participate?**
The Annual Research Expo is open to all Western Reserve Hospital Physicians, Residents and staff.

• **Are QAPI projects eligible for submission?**
Complete QAPI projects with measurable pre and post data and demonstrated evidence-based practices are accepted and encouraged.

• **Does my research need to be complete in order to submit a poster?**
Yes, all research posters need to demonstrate final research results.

• **Is there a fee to participate?**
While there are no financial costs, please be advised of the time commitment to develop a research project and attend the October 28th virtual Research Expo.

• **Who will judge the poster submissions?**
Posters are grouped by specialty/category and will have judges available accordingly. The judges will be comprised of WRH physicians, as well as guest judges from partnering agencies such as NEOMED, LECOM, Kent State and University of Akron.

• **I want to participate! Where do I submit my research study?**

Upon submission, you will receive an automatic email with the research poster template.

---

For additional information, please contact a member of the Research Expo Committee:

- **Lauren Cowan:** lcowan@westernreservehospital.org
- **Nealie D’Abate:** ndabate@westernreservehospital.org
- **Rachel Messenger:** rmessenger@westernreservehospital.org
- **Brenda Perry:** bperry@westernreservehospital.org
- **Hannah Rowe:** hrowe@westernreservehospital.org
- **Katherine Teodosio:** kteodosio@westernreservehospital.org
- **Stephanie Thompson:** sthompson1@westernreservehospital.org